A b m " ' I u s work presents the vision-based system far detecting pedestrians m mad e-nmeots implemented on the ARGO pmtotme sehiele developed by the University of P " . The system is aimed at the loealizption ~~ pdrsmaas poser, positioos snd dothi=, and is not limited to mosing peoplr.
I. INTRODUCTION
The detection of pedestrians is a mandatory requirement for future driving assistance systems, since having the capability of avoiding a s h e s with pedestrians is essential for effectively aiding the driver in urban environments.
\ le) Fig. 1 (a) Coqumtion of the bavnding box size given the htriaSic paramten and the size and distance of a pedesuian: (b) exhaustive search for candidates in the whole image; (e) the scarch area can be limited U, a stripe given &e extriaSic paranteleis aod a Rat s~eoc assumption; (d) lhc displacemt and height of the suiipe depend on tbe pedestrian distance and height, respectively: le) the search area is enlarged U) explore a range of distances and heights.
area only reduces the computational time. Indeed, the analysis cannot be limited to a fixed size and distance of the target and a given range for each parameter is in fact explored (e. g.
1.6 i 2.0 m x 0.5 t 0.7 m at 10 t 30 m). The introduction of these ranges generates two further degrees of freedom in the size and position of the bounding boxes. In other words, the search area is enlarged to accommodate all possible combinations of height. width, and distance (see figure Le). The analysis proceeds in this way: the columns of the image are considered as possible symmetry axes for bounding boxes.
For each symmetry axis different bounding boxes are evaluated scanning a specific range of distances from the camera (the distance determines the position of the bounding box base) and a reasonable range of heights and widths for a pedestrian (the corresponding bounding box size can be computed through the calibration).
However, not all the possible symmetry axes are considered:
since edges are chosen as discriminant in most of the following analysis, a pre-attentive filter is applied, aimed at the selection of the areas with a high density of edges. In particular, for each axis the count of edge pixel is computed in a portion of the search area centered on the axis itself and as wide as the maximum bounding box width. Axes centered on regions which contain a number of edges lower than the average value are then dropped.
For each of the remaining axes the best candidate area is selected among the bounding boxes which share that symmetry axis, while having different position (base) and sue (height and width). Vertical symmetry has been chosen as a main distinctive feature for pedestrians. Symmetly edge maps, e. g. the Generalized Symmetry Transform (GST) [161, have already been proposed as methods to locate interest points in the image prior to any segmentation or extraction of context-dependent information. Unfortunately, these methods are generally computationally expensive. Altematively, two different symmetry measures are performed: one on the gray-level values ( C ) and one on the gradient values, considering only edges with a vertical direction (E). The selection of the best bounding box is based on maximizing a linear combination of the two symmetry measures, masked by the density of edges in the box (D), as shown in the following equation: S = (kl x G+ k2 x E ) x D. The weights k l and k2 were experimentally determined analyzing a large number of images. Figure 2 shows the original input image, the result of a clustering operation used to improve the detection of edges, a binary image containing the vertical edges, and a number of histogram representing the maximum (i) symmetry of gray-levels. (ii) symmetry of vertical edges, and (iii) density of vertical edges among the bounding boxes examined for each axis. The histogram in figure 2.g represents the linear combmtion of all the above. The histograms are actually computed only for the regions of the search area with a high density of edges, however in figure 2 they are. completely displayed for a better understanding. It is evident that, using the density of vertical edges as a mask, interesting mas present high values for both the symmetry of gray-levels and symmetry of vertical edges. The resulting histogram is therefore tbresholded and its overthreshold peaks are selected as representing candidate bounding boxes.
An adjustment of the bounding boxes' size is yet needed.
In fact, when comparing the gray-level symmetry of different bounding boxes centered on the same axis, larger boxes tend to overcome smaller ones since pedestrians are generally surrounded by homogeneous areas such as concrete undemeath or the sky above (this is m e for other objects, too). Therefore, the bounding box which presents the maximum symmetry tends to he larger than the object it contains because it includes uniform regions. For this reason, given a peak of the overall histogram representing a selected symmetry axis, the exact height and width of the hest bounding box are actually taken as those possessed by the box which maximizes a new function among the ones having the same axis. This function is computed as the pmduct of the symmetry of vertical edges (E) and density of vertical edges @) only. Figure 3 summarizes the overall candidate generation process.
The result of this low-level processing is a list of candidate bounding boxes which is fed to the following stage, whose task is their validation as pedestrians, based on higher-level characteristics.
A. Results of low-level anenfive vision
The algorithm has been tested on a large number of images acquired in different situations ranging f" simple uncluttered scenes to complex scenarios. As an example, figure 4 shows the result of the selection of candidate bounding boxes in three different situations. In figure 4 .a a correct detection of two pedes- trians is displayed. Figure 4 .b presents a complex scenario in the model is sufficiently general and can be adapted to a vawhich only the central pedestrian is detected; two other pedes-riety of postures. Anyway, it is limited to standing pedestrians. trians are missed because (i) the first is confused with the hack-The model adjustment is done through an evolutionary approach ground, and (ii) the second is only partially visible; moreover, with a number of independent agents acting as edge @ackee. the high symmetry of a tree has been detected. In figure 4 .c the The agents explore a feature map displaying the edges contained two crossing pedestrians have been localized, but other symmet-in a given bounding box and stochastically build hypotheses of r i d areas are highlighted as well; the first is due to the symme-a feasible contour of a human body. The idea is taken from the try of the area between two pedesbians, and the other is due to Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) metaheuristic devised to solve the presence of symmetrical road infrastlucnues between two hard combinatorial optimization problems, originally inspired uees.
by the communication behavior of real ants [171. The system Some general considerations can be drawn on the behavior of proposed here is a uansposition to image analysis of one of the this candidate selection procedure. In situations in which pedes-first ACO algorithms, the AS-cycle. trians are sufficiently contrasted with respect to the background In nature, when ants look for food, they communicate the path and completely visible (i. e. not bidden by other pedestrians or and the outcome of their exploration to other ants by marking objects) the localization of pedestrians based on symmetq and their path with a pheromone trail, its intensity depending on the edge density proves to be robust. Thanks to the use of venical distance of the food from the nest, and on its quality and quanedges the width of the hounding boxes enclosing pedestrians is tity. Other ants are attracted by suong pheromone nails, thus generally determined with a good precision. On the other hand, the path to an abundant food source close to the nest is marked a lo,wer accuracy is obtained for the localization of the top and again and again until it becomes more frequented and even more bottom of the bounding box. A refinement of the bounding box amactive. height is under development.
This concept can be applied to the analysis of an image by Symmetrical objects other than pedestrians may happen to be creating a colony of artificial ants that looks for an optimal comdetected as well. In order to get rid of such false positives a bination of edge pixels that maximizes the coherency of their number of filters have been devised which rely on the analy-position according to a given model. Eacb ant in turn traces a sis of the distribution of edges within the bounding box. These solution in a solution space made up of all the possible paths filters, which are still under evaluation, show promising results connecting two pixels in a matrix. The decisional hasis for each regarding the elimination of both artifacts (such as poles, road step of an ant is provided by two factors: one is a local heurissigns, buildings, and other road infrastluctures) and symmetrical tic q, that quantifies the attractiveness of pixel i for its inhinsic areas given by a uniform portion of the background between two characteristics; the second is the information on that pixel made foreground objects with similar lateral borders (see figure 4.c). available by previous attempts of other ants, in the form of a quantity of pheromone T,.
Attificial ants explore a world which is a ma& of pixels derived by the resampliing of the edge map of the bounding box under analysis. In our experiments, the normalized world-matrix is sized 20 x 45 pixels. &ch pixel i is initialized with a binary value: 1 if it contains an edge, 0 if not. This value represents its intrinsic attractiveness qt and is the basis for the heuristic research. All the pheromone T, is initialized at 0. The worldmatrix is visited by M ants in parallel, and the process is reFated for C cycles. At the end of each cycle, new pheromone is deposed on the Uails pursued by the ants, and some of that
SHAPE DETECTION USING AUTONOMOUS AGENTS
This section describes the shape detection technique.
Different edges are selected and connected, where possible, in order to form a contour. Thanks to the way the contour is built, it will represent the shape of the pedestrian body. Matching techniques m y he wed in regions of the bounding box that lie in the correct position in relation to the formulated hypothesis of the pedestrian.
Essentially, the process consists in adapting a deformable coarse model to the bounding boxes. Thanks to its roughness have the option of moving vertically, thus they can follow very steep edges as well as very flat ones.
The starting paint of each ant is chosen randomly among the edge pixels lying in the starting region, i.e. the left half of the lower border. If no edge pixel is present, the starting point is set on a random point belonging to the region. The choice of starting from edge pixels does not pose a hard restriction to the exploration of the solution space: the bounding box usually comprises edges in the lowest line owing to the mechanism that determines its dimensions based on the edge density. Most An ant is an independent pixel-sized agent: it has a local exploratory capabitity, limited to the set of pixels belonging to accumulated evaporates. In this way, solutions built several cy-the scanning region cles before, pgressively loose their impoltance, the other on the following line as well. Figure 6 illustrates the situation hand, pheromone on pixels that compose the path of frequently for the scanning Sets for each region of the WOrld-matrix. Each selected solutions and this information sur-pixel under consideration is associated to a quality measure that passes that given by the heuristic. takes into account terms pertaining to both the feature map of need to reach an optimal solution in the edge conn&on w b -quality of Pixel j is expressed as q j = U T , + (1 -a)q j where lem. Often, no red optimal solution exists even to a human l l j represents the binary heuristic information, 7 , is the quantity inspector. The colony needs only to find a sufiiciendy valuable of Pheromone ammdated at position j , and path that conhw.the recognition, fie of noisy edge which determines the relative influence of the pheromone trail pixels.
and the heuristic information.
The ant system develops from a very elastic and deformable Each ant always moves into one of the pixels of the n w a t coarse model of a human body. The model is encoded in the pro-Scanning h e (tine h namely the shaded sets i n figure 6), hut gression rules that guide the ants through the solution space. The P"'b?bSty of transition Combines the quality of each Pixel rules effectively restrict the whole space of possible solutions to 111 l i e * With that of a c o~S P O n d k Pixel * l i e B indicated a subspace that includes the searched shape. The system win by the a " v S in figure 6 . D e f i h g with I a pixel in l i e B correthen provide attempts to find a feasible path in this subspace, sponding to a Pixel j in h e A, the PmhahititY that ant k moves and each will be by a confidence function as from position i to position j belonging to its feasible neighborit is detailed in the following.
hood N! at step t is All ants start from the left half of the lower side of the worldmatrix. The world is divided into four regions, as detailed in figure 5 . In each region ants proceed of one step forward in the direction of one of the axis @ in regions 1 and 4, and x in regions 2 and 3), and can choose among a set of s pixels lying on the line or column in front of them. Additionally, in regions 2 and 3 ants as above, and Of those A crucial point to be un&rstood is that artificial do not the edges, and the pheromone &posed by Previous ants. The The system provides two different kinds Of agents: PWIY stochastic ants and semideterministic ants. Both kinds choose their move with a uniformly dishibuted random d e , but the range of choice is different: purely stochastic ants have all the feasible neighborhood N illustrated in figure 6 at their disposal, while semi-deterministic ants choose only between the two pixels that have the highest P i j . Both kinds Of ants perform well On synthetic images; however, stochastic ants explore more widely than the semideterministic ants do. On the other hand, semifail to find the best solution subspace in very irregular real im-
A. Preliminary results of shupe detection
Reliminary experiments were done mainly on synthetic images, like the one shown in figure 7 ,a, ne performance purely stochastic and se,,ideterministic ants were to deterministic edge trackers that follow the same movement d e s as artificial ants. but proceed always on one deterministically chosen edge pixel. These trackers often faded to find a cor- where p is the evaporation coefficient (ranging from 0 to I), q ( c ) is the quantity of pheromone present on pixel i at cycle c.
Pheromone update AT is made up of two conhibutions. The h t one is given by the sum of the pheromone deposed by each ant at the end of its tour. The second one is credited to the best trail according to an elitist strategy.
All ants are ranked according to the following d e : an ant obtains a high rank if it takes a long tour that passes through m y edges or a low rank if it visits many pixels that are not edges. This d e is functional to the search of a good solution as it encourages ants to rake the shortest path between two zones of connected pixels and does not pose any request on the total length of the trail.
The procedure described above is repeated for a number of cycles; experiments show that with 10 ants, 2 cycles are sufficient for a stable and reliable solution.
Finally, the output is the path of the ant of the highest rank in the last cycle. was kept the same over multiple attempts on the sake k g e . in spite of the random nature of the algorithm. Figure 7 .c shows the pheromone matrix zi. Again, the brighter the pixel, the higher its pheromone quantity.
IV. DISCUSSlON
This work presents a vision-based system for detecting pedestrians in road environments.
Initially, low-level processing techniques are used to focus on few areas of interest which potentially contain pedeshians. Then, a subsequent higher-level processing is used to further analyze these areas of the image by means of autonomous agents: an ant-based matching with a human shape model is used for validating the presence of pedestrians. This algorithm suits a medium distance search area. In fact, large bounding boxes may contain a too detailed shape, showing many disturbing small details that would certainly make their detection extremely diffmlt. In other words, the presence of texture (not only caused by different clothing) and the many different human postures that must be taken into account, would make the detection hard. On the other hand, very small hounding boxes enclosing far away pedestrians feature a very low information content. In these situations it is easy to obtain false positives, since many road participants (other than pedestrians), other objects, and even road infrastnrctures may present morphological characteristics similar to a human shape. It is therefore imperative to define a range of reasonable-sized hounding boxes in which the detection may lead to sufficiently accurate detections. In this work the considered size is: 12 x 28 pixel for the smallest bounding box, and 42 x 100 pixel for the largest one. This choice removes the small errors caused by false detections of small objects, as well as inaccurate detection (or even missed detections) of large pedeshians. Indeed this choice leads to a limited detection area in front of the vehicle. The system was tested on the images acquired by the vision system installed on-hoard of the ARGO experimental vehicle. With the current setup the search area ranges from 10 to 30 m.
The candidate selection procedure based on vertical symmetry and edge density proved to be a robust technique for focusing the attention on interesting regions. From the first preliminary results, the ant-based processing appears to be a promising method for detecting the contour of a human shape. To extend the detection to a larger set of pedestrian postures, other models are currently under development.
